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Sal leave is one of the most 
important NTFP( Non Timber 
Forest Products) collected and 
processed.
 The Leaves collection comes 
twice in a year. First, it starts in the 
month of April-July, just after 
winter season and before rainy 
season.
 Second time it starts from mid 
September just after the rainy 
season till December end before 
winter starts.



Tribal middlemen
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Monthly turnover-
5 lakhs

Monthly earning-
500-700rs



Middle man Enterprises.Villagers

OBSERVATIONS

Rs 20-30 Rs 40-50 Rs 70-80

Sal leaf plates with paper 
ranges between Rs.310 –
Rs. 400 for 100 Pcs 
depending on the quality



Simple hand pressed machine.

COSTING-COST SAVING IN
 in parts.
 Applying different human ergonomics.
 Using other source of energy other than electricity

Human ergonomics

 THE SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE 
MACHINE ARE FOLLOWS:-



The machine is operated with the help 
of bio-mass as fuel and does not 
require electricity to run on.
The machine can be set up in the 
remote Village being portable.



The machines are run by using burnt 
wood charcoal available from un-used 
portion of the product through cutting 
/ shaping.



The machine is cost effective and easy 
to operate by the tribal people.



250 c-300 c

Mobility
The device can be used in shared 
cum basis giving flexibility in timing 
for operation 

 In most villages chulhas are still 
preferred for cooking.

 The leftover burnt wood a.k.a charcoal 
has a lot of stored heat energy.

 Change in the material of the die. i.e
aluminium for its better conductivity to 
heat.

Heating mechanism

Left over charcoal is 
preserved and then is 
used in the machine 
when required.

Charcoal is used in 
villages widely mostly at 
tea stalls to make tea 

Inculcation of hollow die 
to put the charcoal. The 
die is made of aluminium.



Prototype 2

We require mass in aluminium. As in 
a single piece.



The resultant product.
The plate does get it desired 
shape but still works needs to 
be done in terms of quality.

ACTIVITY WITH THE COMMUNITY.
 Introduction.
 Working of the machine.
 Making them understand the 
importance
Of shaped leaf plates.
 Introducing them to spares and fixtures 
and their feedback.

AFTER REVIEW

Proposals sent to-
IIT Delhi-Rutag Department(Rural 
Technology action group)
 ARTI(Appropriete Rural Technology 
Institute).
 Nimbhkar Agricultural Reserch
Institute.



TECHNICAL DRAWINGS



FIELD TRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Review from three different users

Dukhi Naik Sebati naik Binati jani

Ease of use.

Speed 

Resultant product

ARTI( Approprite Rural Technology Institute) is an NGO which works in innovative 
and sustainable technologies for rural people for income generation and to 
improve qualitty of life 

Results

75%

45%

50%

Bar chart in accordance to ARTI’s recommendation



ENERGY ANALYSIS

ENERGY ANALYSIS ONE BUNDLE WISES-

 Charcoal required- 0.4 Kgs- 0.5 Kgs.
Charcoal produced- 0.7 kgs.

Per day nearly 2 bundles can be done without zero investments,(Each bundle 
having 80 plates)

Electricity Required.
 Per hour-350-400 watts/hour.

on 3 phase system.
 Bill exceeding by 1000-1500 rs. Thus create negligible returns.  

250 c-300 c

vs



THANK YOU 


